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Competition law compliance for non-profit organisation: Cheating or 
competing? 

Speakers – Biographies 
 

Antoine DRUETZ became Associate Partner with EY Law in 2020. He deals with general 
corporate law as well as with mergers and acquisitions. Antoine has been practicing non-
profit law for more than 15 years. Based on his in-depth experience with numerous well-
known Belgian and European (international) associations and foundations, he founded the 
Non-Profit and Trade Associations team which he is heading now for 6 years. Antoine has 
developed a broad expertise in dealing with non-profit associations, charities, and trade 
organisations. He has developed a specific expertise in (i) structuring and restructuring (with 
cross-border aspects) of legal entities, and (ii) designing complex governance systems for 
(groups of) not-for-profit legal entities.  

 

Margarita PERISTERAKI is a qualified lawyer, with more than 20 years of experience.  She 
joined EY Law in May 2017. Her practice focuses on EU Competition law and EU litigation 
before the Court of Justice of the EU.  She regularly advises and represents clients in 
merger cases, involving complex substantive and procedural issues before the EU 
Commission and national authorities.  In conjunction with merger control, Margarita also 
advises clients on Foreign Direct Investment Screening Regulations, where she has 
represented clients in high profile cases. Margarita regularly advises clients on competition 
compliance of agreements, horizontal cooperation as well as on unilateral conduct cases. 
She has represented and advised several associations on competition law compliance 
issues.  
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